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The Hurwitz type relation of Iwasawa’s I--invariants in I-extensions of CM 
tields is given under the assumption of the vanishing of ,U -invariants. 
Let K be a CM-field, namely, a totally imaginary quadratic extension of a 
totally real number field. Let K, be the cyclotomic Z,-extension of K and K, 
its subfield of degree 1” over K. Let 14; be the highest power of I dividing the 
minus factor of the class number of K,. Then Iwasawa has shown that there 
exist three integers n;(K), @u;(K) and u;(K) such that 
e;=I;(K).n+p;(K).t”+v;(K) 
for all sufficiently large n. In this paper, we shall prove the following, which 
can be considered an analogue to Hurwitz’s theorem in function fields. 
THEOREM. Let 1 be an odd prime, and L and F be CM-fields such that 
L/F is an l-extension, namely, a finite Galois extension of an l-power degree. 
Assume .tt; (F) = 0. Then ,uu;(L) = 0 and 
A,(L)--6= [L m :F,j. P;(F)-61 
+ ~(e3-l)-~(eip+-1), 
1 i 
where 6 is 1 or 0 according as F contains a primitive I-th root of unity or 
not; e, (resp. e,+) is the ramification index in L,/F, (resp. L,,, JF,. , ) of 
a prime ideal ‘p of L, (resp. 73, of L =.+); and the sum is taken over all ‘Q 
(resp. ‘$3,) which do not divide 1. 
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Remark 1. Note that the second factor of the right-hand side is equal to 
(i) . c (es - l), where the sum is taken over all +$I which split in L,/L,,+ 
and do not divide 1. We shall prove the theorem using this form for 
simplicity of notation. 
Remark 2. Our hypothesis p;(F) = 0 has been established by Ferrer0 
and Washington [ 1 ] when F is abelian over the rational field Q. 
Notations. (1) 
t 
a fixed odd prime number. 
Iii 
a primitive Z”th root of unity for v > 0. 
the cardinal number of a set X. 
MC the submodule of a G-module M consisting of all elements invariant 
under G. 
d”‘A the dimension of A/L4 over the field of 1 elements for a compact 
abelian group A. 
e(“N the exponent of the highest power of I dividing a natural number N. 
(2) For a CM-field K, we shall use 
K+ the maximal real subfield. 
h(K) the class number. 
h-(K) = h(K)/h(K+) the minus factor of the class number. 
J = J(K) the automorphism induced by complex conjugation. 
A(K) the l-class group. 
A+(K)= {cEA(K)(c’=c}=A(K)‘+.‘. 
A-(K)= (cEA(K)Ic+‘=c-‘}=A(K)‘--‘. 
W(K) the group of all roots of unity. 
W,(K) the group of all l-power roots of unity. 
E(K) the group of units. 
Km the cyclotomic Z,-extension. 
K, the unique subfield of K, of degree I” over K for each 
n > 0. 
1. AMBIGUOUS CLASSES 
Throughout this section, let K and F be CM-fields such that K/F is a 
cyclic extension of degree 1. 
A natural injection from the ideals of F into the ideals of K induces a 
homomorphism #- from A-(F) to A-(K). Let u be a generator of Gal(K/F). 
If c is contained in Ker #-, then an ideal a contained in c becomes principal 
in K, namely, a = (a) for some a in K. Put E = o’ -“; then E E E(K) and the 
map 7~: c ti E mod E(K)‘-” is an injection from Ker #- into ,,,E(K)/E(K)‘ -9 
where ,E(K) = {E E E(K) ( &I+“+ ” ’ +&’ = 11. 
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We claim that Image 7c is contained in NW,(K) . E(K)‘-“/E(K)‘-“. Let C, 
a, E and a be as above. As c is of odd order, there exists a natural number r 
such that c = cZr. Since C’ = c- ‘, c = c*” = c”(‘-~). So c contains a’” -J) = 
(a ‘(I-‘)), and a r(l-J)(‘-o) = er(l-J)* Since K is a CM-field ad e”‘-J) is an 
algebraic integer of absolute value I, z(c) 3 E’(* -J) is a root of unity. Then 
n(c) also contains an Pth root of unity for some v 2 0, since c is of order a 
power of 1. This proves what we claimed. Thus we have a natural injection 
71: Ker #- + NW,(K) - E(K)‘-“/E(K)‘-” 
PROPOSITION 1. Let 1” = ) W,(F)J. If one of the following conditions holds 
in K/F, a canonical homomorphism $- from A-(F) to A-(K) is injective. 
(1.1) v=o. 
(1.2) v> 1 and K=F(<,+,). 
(1.3) There exists a prime ideal of K which ramifies in K/F and does 
not divide 1. 
ProoJ If (1.1) holds, then K ?4 <, and the right-hand side of rr vanishes. 
So #- is injective. When F 3 c , , NWI(K) is generated by <i. If (1.2) holds, it 
is easily verified that [, = <t;y, and @- is injective by the same reason as 
above. If (1.3) holds, we claim that 71 is not surjective. Then the left-hand 
side of n must be trivial because the order of the right-hand side is at most 1. 
To prove this, assume the contrary and we have an element c of A-(F) 
which contains an ideal a of F generated by a in K such that 6, = a’-“. Then 
a’ is an element of F and K = F(a). So Kummer theory tells us that the 
extension K/F is unramified outside 1, which contradicts condition (1.3). 
Let a(K/F) and a(K+/F+) denote the ambiguous class numbers of K/F 
and K + /F + , respectively. 
LEMMA 1. W/WW+/F+) = h-(F)- {ne,}1’2/[W(F) : W(F)n 
NK], where M is a norm map from K to F, e, is a raml@cation index of a 
prime ideal V of K in K/F, and the product is taken over all ?, which split in 
K/K,. 
Proof. Using the formula for ambiguous class numbers (see Yokoi [7, 
Lemma 4]), we need only prove the equality [E(F) : E(F) nJvK] = [E(F+) : 
E(F+) n JYK, ] . [W(F) : W(F) n NK]. Moreover, the following isomor- 
phism, which is induced by a canonical map from E(F+) x W(F) to E(F), 
holds. 
(W’+YW+)nJ”W x VWW’(F)nJ’W 
z E(F)/E(F) n J-K. 
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In fact, if there exist e E E(F+), [E W(F) and x E K such that e<=Jlrx, 
we have e2 = (ec) ‘+‘=JfV+JEJfK+, Since K/F is of odd degree, we 
have e ENK, and [E NK. Hence the above map is injective. Since 
W)/W+ 1. WF> is at most of order 2 and K/F is of odd degree, the map 
is also surjective. 
It can be easily verified that A +(K) = A (K + ) and A(K) = A +(K) 0 A -(K). 
Let G = Gal(K/F); then A(K) can be considered as a G-module. Since J and 
any element of G commute, the above decomposition and isomorphism are 
compatible with the action of G. In particular, A+(K)’ N A(K+)’ and 
A(K)’ = A+(K)‘@ A-(K)G. Thus by Lemma 1 we have 
e”’ (A-(K)Gj = e’“h-(F) + t - 6, 
where 6 = e”‘[ W(F) : W(F) nJlrK] and 2t is the number of prime ideals of 
K which ramify in K/F and split in K/K+. Then Iwasawa’s argument (in [5, 
Theorem 31) proves the former half of Theorem, namely that we have 
p;(L)=0 ifp;(F)=O. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let I” = 1 W,(F)(. 
(2.1) Ifv=O, then 6=0. 
(2.2) If v > 1 and K = F(&,+ ,), then 6 = 0. 
(2.3) If v >, 1 and there exists a prime ideal of F which ramifies in 
K/F, does not split in F(<,+ ,)/F and does not divide 1, then 6 = 1. 
Moreover, in these three cases, every element of A-(K)’ contains an 
ambiguous ideal. 
Proof. Statements (2.1) and (2.2) are clear. For the proof of (2.3), it 
suffices to show 4, &JtTK. Let p be a prime ideal of F satisfying the 
assumption of (2.3) and ‘$ a prime ideal of K lying over p: Then by local 
class field theory, UdJITWPU~ is a cyclic group of order 1, where U, and U, 
are the unit group of F, and K,, respectively, and “vWP is a norm map from 
K, to Fp. Since p is tamely ramified, such a group is represented by l-power 
roots of unity. Since p does not split in F(<,+ ,)/F, U, does not contain C, + , . 
Hence [, 6 J$, pUV, and c, & JtTK. Now we must show the last statement. 
Let A;(K) be a subgroup of A -(K) of all the elements which contain 
ambiguous ideals. Then by a computation similar to that for IA-(K)‘I, we 
have JA-(K)G/A;(K)I = 1 W(F) ITNK/.~“-W(K)I. Under the assumptions of 
(2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), we can easily verify that the right-hand side equals 
one. Hence we have A -(K)G = A;(K). 
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2. SOME LEMMAS 
Let H and F be CM-fields such that H/F is an abelian extension of type 
(I, I). Then there exist 1 -t 1 intermediate fields Ki, i = 0, I,..., 1, of degree I 
over F. 
LEMMA 2. h’(H)/h’(F) = nl,,{h’(Ki)/h’(F)}, Where We puf h’(K) = 
h - (K)/q(K) and q(K) the unit index of a CM-jield K. 
Pro05 We put Z; = Z,/Z, +, where Z is a zeta function. By the analytic 
class number formula, for a CM-field K, we have that 
Z,(l)= h-(K). (D(K+)/D(K)}“‘. (2n)‘K+:Q’/{W(K). q(K)!, 
where D denotes the discriminant and w(K) = / W(K)\. Using the abelian L- 
functions in L/F, we have 
z,/z,- = fi (ZJZ,). 
i=O 
Then it suffices to show the following. 
(1) WL)/WF) = IXf=o{~Wi)/~(F>l* 
t2) DtL+)/~tF+)=~~=O{DtKi,+)/DtF+)}. 
(3) (2~)““-” = niz0(2~)“‘-“, where n = [F, : Q]. 
(4) W)lw(F) = FI~=o~w(K,YW>~~ 
We have (1) and (2) from “Fiihrerdiskriminantenproductformel,” and (3) by 
easy computation. Since Ki f7Kj = F if i # j, W(Ki)/W(F) are pairwise 
coprime. So w(F) nf,,(w(K,)/w(F)} divides w(L). Let m be their quotient. 
If m f 1, let p be any one of the prime factors of m. Let 8 be a primitive 
p . w(F)th root of unity. (a) If p divides w(F), F(6)/F is a cyclic extension of 
degree p. So p = 1 and F(8) = Kj for some j. Since W(L)/W(Kj) is divisible by 
p = I, L/F is also generated by an l-power root of unity. Then LfF is cyclic, 
a contradiction. (b) If p divides w(Kj) for some j and does not divide w(F), 
then F(0) = Kj and [Kj : F] divides p - 1. Since p divides w(L)/w(K]), L/K,i 
is also generated by a p-power root of unity and [L : Kj] is a power of p, a 
contradiction. (c) If p is prime to ni=, w(K,), F(0) # K, for any i. Hence 
F(8) = L and L/F is cyclic, a contradiction. Therefore m = 1. This proves 
(4). 
COROLLARY 1. IA-(H)l/IA-(F)I =nr=~{IA-(Ki)l/lA-(F)l}. 
COROLLARY 2. Assume HJF, is also an abelian extension of type (1,l). 
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Then 
and 
n,F(H)-A;(F)= C (lL;(Ki)-A;(F)) 
i=O 
PiptH)-PTtF)= C {PU;(Ki)-PU;(F)I* 
i=O 
Prooj Since the unit indices are 1 or 2, Lemma 2 shows that 
e(“h-W,+,)/h-W,) - e(“h-(F,+,)/h-(F,) = Cf,o{e(‘)h-(Ki,n+I)/h-(Ki,,) 
- e”‘h-(F,, ,)/h-(FJ}. Then by Iwasawa’s fundamental theorem, for all 
sufliciently large n we have that {n;(H) - 1;(F)} + 1”(1- l){p;(H) - 
P;(F)} = Cf=O[{n;(Ki) - n;(F)} + P(l- l){PU;(Ki) -P;(F)}]. If we let n 
tend to infinity, we shall have this corollary. 
LEMMA 3. Given a finite number of prime ideals of K not dividing I we 
can find n so that they do not split ramifv in K,/K,. 
ProoJ: A fundamental decomposition law. 
LEMMA 4. If ,a;(K) = 0, then proj-lim A -(K,) N ZfcK), where the limit 
is taken with respect to norm maps. 
Proof. In general 1; (K) < d”‘A - (K,) for large n. If p;(K) = 0, then 
A;(K) = e”’ ]A -(Kn+ ,)]/]A -(K,)( for large n. Using the method of Gold [ 3, 
Theorem 21, we have e”’ (A-(K,, *)]/]A -(K,)( > d”?4 -(K,) for large n. 
Hence we have A;(K) = d”‘A -(K,,) for large n. 
LEMMA 5. Let G be a cyclic group of order 1 with a generator o and M a 
finite G-module such that IM = 0. Then we have d”‘M < (1- 1) d”‘W + 
d”‘((1 + o + 9 -. + u’- ‘)M}. 
Proof: The following formulae will lead to the lemma. 
(1) [MI = (M/(1 -o)M( x I(1 -a)M/(l -o)*Ml x a.’ x 
I(1 -o)‘-*M/(1 -o)‘-‘M( x I(1 -~a)‘-‘MI. 
(2) I(1 - a)‘M/(l - a)‘+‘M( < ]M/(l -u)MI = I@[. 
(3) (1 - u)I-’ 3 1 + u + ... + &I (mod IZ[G]). 
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM IN THE SPECIAL CASES 
Throughout this section, K and F denote CM-fields such that both K/F 
and K,/F, are cyclic extensions of degree 1 and p,-(F) = 0 (therefore 
lu,- w  = 0). 
Consider the extension K,, ,/F, which is an abelian extension of type 
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(L 0. Let K,, , = K,, K,,, ,..., K,,, and F, + , be all the intermediate fields of 
degree I over F, and let Gi = Gal(K,,iJF,), i = 1,2,..., f. Now we compute the 
rank of A -(K,,i)Gi under the following assumption. 
(A) There exists a prime ideal of K which ramifies in K/F and does not 
divide 1. 
Under assumption (A), we can naturally embed A -(F,,), A -(F,+ ,) and 
A-(K,,i), i= 1, 2 ,..., l, into A -(K, + ,) by Proposition 1. So we do not 
distinguish these ideal class groups from their images in A-(K,+ ,). 
Let JZj and S!;, j = 1, 2 ,..., r,,i (resp. ‘pi and Cp,“, j = 1, 2 ,..., s,), be all the 
prime ideals of K,,i which ramify in K,,iJF,, split in Kn,iJKn,i++ and divide 1 
(resp. do not divide I). We note that s, does not depend on i. Let f be a 
natural number prime to 1 such that the orders offth powers of ideal classes 
containg Zj and ‘Qj are powers of 1 for all i andj. 
Let L, simply denote A-(F,) (strictly speaking its image in A-(K,, 1)). 
Let M, (resp. N,) be the subgroup of A -(K,+ i) generated by the ideal 
classes containing Zj’-J)f, j = 1, 2 ,..., T,,~ (resp. Fpjl-J)f, j = 1, 2 ,..., s”). 
By Lemma 3, we can take n so large that any prime ideal of F, ramified in 
K,JF, does not split in F,, i JF,, . Then Proposition 2 tells us that 
A -(Kn,i)Gi = L, + M, + N, for large n. Since any prime ideal of F, dividing 
I must be ramified in F n+,/F, for large n, we have L,, + M, c A-(F,,,) (of 
course in A-(K,, ,)). By Lemma 4, &)A-(F,) = &)A-(F,+ ,) = n;(F) for 
large n. Thus we have d”‘(L, + M,) = I;(F) for large n. 
Let lj and l;,j = 1, 2,..., rn, be all the prime ideals of F,, i which ramify in 
F,+,IFn3 split in Fn+JFn+,,+ and divide 1. By Proposition 2, 
e”’ IA-(F,+,)G( =e(” JL,J + r,, where G = Gal(F,+ ,JF,), and A-(F,+ 1)G is 
generated by L, and the ideal classes cj, j = 1, 2,..., r,, containing I:.‘-““. 
Clearly 1 . cj E L, for all j. Therefore cj mod L,, j = 1, 2,..., I,, are linearly 
independent over the field of 1 elements, In K,+,, we may think Ij = f’j, 
j = 1, 2 ,..., rnqi. Hence we have (L, + M,lJILnI = Zrn,l. 
Taking n so large as above, we see that the exponent of N, is constant as 
n grows. On the other hand, the order of every cyclic components of L, is 
uniformly growing by Lemma 4. Clearly IN, c L, for all n. Therefore 
IN,, c IL, for large n. Hence we have, for large n, 
d”‘A-(K,qi)Gt = ecr)(JL, + M, + N,,jJJZL, + fM, + lN,j) 
= e”‘(lL, + M, + N,l/JlL, + NM,I) 
= e(“(lL, + M,(/IlL, + ZM,() 
+ e”‘(lL, + M, + N,lJl~,0 
- e”‘(lL, + M, WA> 
= n;(F) + s, - 6, 
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where 6 is 1 or 0 according as F contains a primitive Ith root of unity or not. 
Thus we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3. Under assumption (A), we have d”‘A -(K,,JGi = 
n;(F) t s, - S for all suficiently large n, where 6 is 1 or 0 according as F 
contains a primitive lth root of unity or not, and 2s, is the number ofprime 
ideals of K, which ramifv in K,/F,, split in K,,/Kn.+ and do not divide 1. 
We write A -(K,,) simply by A and Gal(K,/F,,) by G. By applying 
Lemma5 to G and ,A={aEA)lea=O}, we have d”‘A=d”‘,A<(l - 
1) d”’ ,A’ t d”‘( 1 + (T t . . . t a’-‘) ,A < (1 - 1) d”‘AG t d”‘(1 t u t 
a . . t d-‘)A. Since (1 + 0 t .. . + o’- ‘)A c A -(F,), Proposition 3 shows 
that 1;(K) < 1. n;(F) + (I- I)(s, - 6) for large n. 
Let Ni be an endomorphism of A-(K,,i) such that N,a = (1 + ui t .a. + 
&‘)a for a E A-(K,,i), where ui is a generator of Gi the Galois group of 
K,,i/F,. Then we have IA-(K,,i)( = IImage Nil . [Kernel Nil > IA- . 
I Ji -(Kn,i>G’I* H ence by Proposition 3, we have e”‘(lA-(K,,i)l/lA-(F,)I} > 
d(‘)A-(Kn,,)Gi= n;(F) t s, - 6 for large n. Substituting these values into the 
formula of Corollary 1, we have n;(K) = n;(F) f zfzi e”‘{IA-(K,,i)(/ 
IA-(F,,)J} > 1. n;(F) t (1- I)(s, -6) for large n. By Lemma 3, s, is 
constant for large n and clearly equal to s,, where s, is defined for K,/Fm 
similarly to s,. Therefore we have n;(K) = 1. J;(F) t (1- l)(s, - 6) under 
assumption (A). 
Next we assume K/F is unramified outside 1, contrary to assumption (A). 
For each prime p such that p 3 1 (mod 0, the pth cyclotomic field 
contains a unique subfield P of degree 1 over Q. Since there exist infinitely 
many such primes by the theorem of arithmetic progression, we can take it 
prime to the discriminant of K. Then P . K/F is an abelian extension of type 
(1, I). Let L, = K, L, ,... and L, = P . F be all the intermediate fields of degree 
1 over F. 
By Corollary 2, we have 
‘;(P’K)-1;(F)= ~ (n;(Li)-1;(F)}. 
i=O 
(*I 
Assumption (A) is true in P . K/K and L,/F for i = I,..., 1. So we can apply 
the above result. Consider the decomposition groups in P. K,/F; we see 
that every prime ideal of F ramified in P . F/F must split in K,/F, for large 
n. Hence if we let 2s, be the number of prime ideals of P . F, which ramify 
in P . F,,/F,, , split in P . F,/P . F,,, + and do not divide 1, then the 
corresponding value in P . K,,/K, is 21s, for large n. Therefore we have 
&(Li) = 1.1;(F) t (l- l)(s, -8) for i = l,..., 1, (*) 
1;(P. K) = 1. n;(K) t (I- l)(Zs, - 6). (*) 
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Note that when either F or K contains a primitive lth root of unity, the other 
does as well. Hence we can use the same S. Combining the above three 
formulae, we have ,l; (K) = 1 . n;(F) - (l- 1)s when K/F is unramified 
outside 1. Thus we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let K and F be CM-fields such that both KJF and 
K,/F, are cyclic extensions of degree’1 and u;(F) = 0. Then A;(K) - 6 = 
1. (A;(F)-6) +(I- l)sm:, where 6 is 1 or 0 according as F contains a 
primitive lth root of unity or not, and 2s, is the number of the prime ideals 
of K, which ram&y in K,IF,, split in K,/K,,, and do not divide 1. 
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM IN THE GENERAL CASES 
Let L and F be CM-fields such that L/F is an l-extension. First we treat 
the case in which [L : F] = [L o. : F,] = 1” and use the induction on m. 
When m = 1, Theorem is true by Proposition 4. Assume Theorem is true up 
to m. For m + 1, we can easily find a field Ii such that L 3 H 3 F, H is 
normal over F and [L : H] = [L (u : H,] = 1 by the properties of l-groups. By 
the hypothesis of induction, Theorem is true both in L/H and in H/F; that is, 
A;(L)--6=1(1;(H)-6]+x’(eh- 1)/2, 
A;(H)--6=1”{A;(F)--6}+x”(e;- 1)/2, 
where eb (resp. t?;) is the ramification index in L,/H, (resp. H,/F,) of a 
prime ideal V (resp. p) of L, (resp. H,) and the sum C’ (resp. C”) is taken 
over all V (resp. p) which split in L,/L,, + (resp. H,/H,, +) and do not 
divide 1. Note that we can use the same 6 by the same reason as in K/F. 
Eliminating A;(H), we have only to prove C (e, - 1) = C’ (el, - 1) + 
1 . C” (e; - 1). If p ramifies in L,/H,, there is only one prime ideal $3 
lying over p. We have e, = 1. ez and eb = 1. Hence elr - 1 = eb-- I + 
l(e; - 1). If p splits in L,/H,, there are 1 prime ideals ‘pi, i = l,..., 1, lying 
over p and we have e,i= e; and eb= 1. Then Ci-,(e, - 1) = 
xi= ,(e& - 1) + f(e;- 1). If we consider the decomposition group in L,/H, 
we see that p must ramify or split in L,/H, since p does not divide 1. Thus 
we have treated all cases. Summing these formulae over all p, we have just 
what we wanted. 
When [L : F] differs from [L, : F, 1, we can find a field F* such that 
F*, = F,, [L : F*] = [L, : FL] and A;(F*) = A;(F). So we can compute 
A;(L) by using F *. Theorem is also true in this case. Thus the proof of 
Theorem is completely done. 
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It would seem interesting to prove this theorem by using corresponding l- 
adic L-functions (partly done by Ferrer0 [2, p. 21, Proposition]). 
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